Computational optimisation for mixOmics, the R package dedicated to ‘omics’ data integration
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We have recently implemented novel methodologies in mixOmics to integrate several ‘omics data sets simultaneously. These novel developments require intensive computations which can be eased through efficient optimisation and memory management.

mixOmics is an R package dedicated to the exploration and integration of ‘omics datasets. Its first release to the CRAN in 2009 proposed statistical methodologies to integrate two ‘omics data sets. Since then numerous methodologies and variants have been implemented, and amongst those Generalised and Sparse Canonical Correlation Analysis (GCCA) to integrate more than two datasets. These latest developments require effective computational optimisation and memory management. Indeed, some functions could use one CPU for a full on a standard desk computer on large biological biological studies.

We investigated three ways to address these computational challenges via 1/ sequential optimisation (pre-compilation of functions) 2/ parallel computation (using the parallel package) and 3/ enhancement of memory management (using the bigmemory package). Our first results obtained on a micro-benchmark showed computation times divided by at least 4.

The poster will present a global overview of the computational improvements made with these enhancements on real biological datasets.
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